A look at what’s inside the magazine this month

**SEPTMBER 2012**

**FEATURES**

20-21 The BIGGA show heats up
A look ahead to the BTME

22-23 Continue to learn at BTME 2013
BIGGA education seminars and workshops already confirmed

24-29 The BIGGA test
A look ahead to The BIGGA National Championship 2012, played at the Irvine GC

32-37 Open all hours
Snapshots and memories from The BIGGA Open Support Team 2012

38-39 Toro Student of the Year 2012
The finalists for the annual Toro Student of the Year competition, held at BIGGA House, have been now been chosen.

40-43 What is thatch?
A beginner’s guide to thatch, for those relatively new to greenkeeping

44-45 Playing with thatch levels
Stephen A.G. Prinn MSc, lecturer at Ashlawn Hbian College, York, with an alternative look at thatch

46-47 Aerator options
A host of aeration equipment is featured this month, featuring a wide range of manufacturers

**REGULARS**

6 Newsdesk
12 Chairman’s Word
14 L&D
15 Membership
16 Industry Update
18 New Products
50 Around the Green
56 Diary of Events
58 Back in Time...to this month in 2001
60 GTC
61 In The Shed
62 Buyers’ Guide
65 Recruitment
66 Back 9 - the new column continues
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